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CRIME

Macon’s youth detention center among worst in
US for ‘coerced sexual activity,’ survey says

BY GRANT BLANKENSHIP GEORGIA PUBLIC BROADCASTING
DECEMBER 20, 2019 02:52 PM

   

A new study shows one Georgia juvenile detention center has some of the highest
rates of what the study calls “coerced sexual activity” among children in custody of
any such facility in the country.

The findings are a part of the federal Department of Justice National Survey of Youth
In Custody. That survey is conducted in accordance with federal Prison Rape
Prevention Act passed in 2003.

The survey was administered to young people in 327 detention facilities nationwide
in 2018. On average, 7.1% of children surveyed reported experiencing being coerced
into some kind of sexual activity, either by peers or by detention facility staff. That’s
a drop of just under 2.5 percentage points since the last survey.

One in four girls and one in six boys will be sexually abused before they turn 18 years old, according to the National Sexual Violence Resource Center. 
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But bucking that trend, 19% of respondents at the all-female Macon Youth Detention
Center reported being subjected to coerced sexual contact. That’s the fourth-highest
rate of reported violations in the study.

Georgia’s Department of Juvenile Justice Communications Director Glenn Allen
declined requests to be interviewed about issues at the Macon YDC. He did provide a
written response via email.

“The report shows a decline in victimization in juvenile facilities across the country
in 2018,” Allen said before continuing.

“Many of the youth in our care experienced inappropriate sexual contact prior to
entering the juvenile system. Safeguards have been put in place to screen for
employees who may have the potential to victimize youth. Our staff are also trained
on how to appropriately engage youth and maintain appropriate personal
boundaries. The Department of Juvenile Justice is committed to providing a safe and
secure environment for all youth in our care,” Allen said.

The Department of Justice position is that any further investigation into conditions
at the Macon YDC should be left to the state of Georgia. Allen offered no answer at all
to a follow up question about what, if any, investigation the Georgia DJJ would
pursue on light of the Department of Justice findings.

Five other Georgia facilities reported no incidents of coerced sexual activity at all.
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This story was produced in partnership with Mercer University’s Center for
Collaborative Journalism, which includes The Telegraph, 13WMAZ and Georgia
Public Broadcasting.
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